Dayton Audio Introduces Innovative yet Affordable Amplifier
DAYTON, OH (February 26, 2019) – Dayton Audio
launched the DTA-PRO, a unique all-in-one amplifier that
fuses feature-rich design, high-end audio quality with
functionality, and ergonomics.

Modern amenities such as Bluetooth, USB DAC, IR
remote, and a subwoofer output make the versatile
DTA-PRO a perfect all-inclusive amplifier for almost any
2.1 home audio system.
Highly efficient class-D amplifier topology delivers an uncolored, pleasing audio experience.
The DTA-PRO offers an astonishing 100W of power that will drive even the most
demanding of speakers. In addition to a powerful stereo amplifier, the DTA-PRO also
features a line level output for a powered subwoofer. Capable of producing a tight, wallshaking listening experience, the DTA-PRO's 3 VRMS sub output provides a powerful,
driving low-end response.
Not only does the DTA-PRO offer best-in-class power, but the amplifier is also ergonomic.
The DTA-PRO comes fully equipped with a variety of commonly used input sources
including aptX Bluetooth 4.2, optical, USB, and stereo 3.5mm. The DTA-PRO can also be
used as a high-quality DAC. With a 192 kHz/24-bit sampling rate, the DTA-PRO is
extremely capable for use as DAC in any critical listening system. The included IR remote
provides total control over amplifier features.
If you are looking for an amplifier that is not only powerful but also user-friendly and
compact, look no further than the Dayton Audio DTA-PRO. From critical listening systems to
2.1 home theaters the DTA-PRO's great sound, versatility, and industry standard feature set
make the amplifier the perfect centerpiece or addition for any audio setup.
Click here to be directed to the product page.
About Dayton Audio
For more than 20 years, Dayton Audio has been a leading supplier for audio and video, combining realworld design with high-tech manufacturing techniques to offer some of the finest consumer electronic
products today. Every Dayton Audio product is designed and engineered in the USA to provide the
highest level of performance and value, backed by industry-leading warranties and support. Dayton Audio
products can be purchased through authorized resellers including Parts Express (parts-express.com).
Visit us online at www.daytonaudio.com.
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